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SCIENCE BRIEFS
Science and
Technology
PLAYING WITH FIRE
A forest fire is a very complex
phenomenon. Winds play a critical
role in fire spread, but a fire itself
can modify local winds, helping it
grow even more quickly. Scientists
at NCAR have created one of the
world's first computer models that
traces the interplay over time
between fire behavior and winds.
Using a coupled model, scientists
are now able to examine a variety of
wind speeds and observe how a
fire's development can alter the
circulation around it pointing the
way toward future models that will
aid in fire predirton and
management.

DEICING FORECASTS SAVE
LIVES AND MONEY
Icing on aircraft waiting for takeoff
can be a serious safety hazard. All it
takes is 0.8 millimeters of ice on top
of the wing to increase drag and
reduce airplane lift by 25%. This
past winter and spring, two of the
nation's busiest and snowiest
airports, LaGuardia in New York City
and O'Hare in Chicago, tested a new
data-gathering and display system to
aid airlines in making deicing
decisions. Developed by
researchers in NCAR's Research
Applications Program, this system
predicts snow conditions up to 30
minutes ahead of time. The system,
named the Weather Support to
Deicing Decision Making, is based
on the amount of water in snow, not
on visibility during snowfall, which
can be misleading. It is used to
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measure snow water Content and
accumulation, air temperature and
humidity. These data are then
processed immediately and
displayed in the airlines' control
towers and operations centers. With
deicing fluids costing $2-4 per
gallon, airlines can spend tens of
thousands of dollars in a single day.
A 30-minute forecast will allow
airlines to save by deicing more
efficiently and keeping flights on
schedule.

THINGS THAT GO BUMP ON
THE FLIGHT
Juneau, Alaska, may become the
world's first airport to employ a new
turbulence detection and warning
system' developed by scientists at
NCAR. Originally developed for
Hong Kong's new airport scheduled
to open in 1998, the system alerts air
traffic controllers and pilots of
choppy winds at airports located
near mountainous terrain. On
average, a significant turbulence
incident occurs every other day on a
commercial flight somewhere in the
U.S. In 1991 United Flight 535
crashed on final approach into the
Colorado Springs airport in the
throes of a powerful windstorm.
The NTSB did not find a probable
cause for the accident, but strong,
turbulent winds and a rudder
problem are generally thought to be
the most likely explanation. Also in
1991 severe turbulence ripped an
engine off a T4 cargo plane
departing from the Anchorage
airport. The Juneau system will
feature computer monitors in the
control tower displaying real-time
turbulence information, which
would then be relayed over radio to



pilots taking off or landing. With
such accurate warnings, pilots will
know when to avoid a particular
turbulence structure.

HIGH-TECH RADAR DETECTS
FLASH FLOODING
Measuring heavy rains accurately is
important for anticipating flash
floods. Last July, an estimated 7.6 to
9 centimeters of rain created a 3.6-
meter wall of water along the Buffalo
Creek southwest of Denver. The
creek flooded its banks, washed
away a bridge and road, and left two
people dead. As sudden and
devastating as this flash flood was
however, it was being watched by an:
experimental radar, S-Pol.
Collaborating with researchers from
Colorado State University, NOAA's
National Severe Storms Lab (NSSL),
and NCAR, S-Pol, a polarimetric
radar, can accurately measure the
size and shape of raindrops, and
distinguish rain from hai unl the A

radar NEXRAD. Scientists and
engineers at the NSSL are already,
working on how to.-add it to the
existing NEXRAD network. The field
tests proved S-Pol's state-of-the-art
precision by distinguishing between-
the large, flat raindrops and the
round hailstones, crucial
information in detecting flash
floods. As S-Pol can more accurately
measure the: size and shape of
raindrops and locate areas of hail, it
will help spot areas of heav rainfall
and predict the resulting runoff. A
series .of experiments is planned
over the next few years in various
seasons and locations around the
U.S. These experiments will help
the National Weather Service
determine the cost effectiveness of
adding dual polarization to NEXRAD
radars to help warn of catastrophic
flash floods and hail.

UCAR :CLIMATE MODEL
FINALIST FOR AWARD

Computer models are a critical tool
for understanding the. multiple
interactions of the atmosphere, land
surfaces, oceans, and sea 'ice-the
four major components of the
earth's climate system modeled byi
the NCAR's Clinate System Model
(CSM). This comprehensive
computer model of the earth's
climate has been selected as one of
six finalists in the Environment,
Energy, and Agriculture category for
the 1997 Computerworld
Smithsonian Awards. The CSM
allows researchers to examine the
potential impacts on the earth's
climate tropical deforestation,
changes in agricultural practices,
combustion of fossil fuels, and other
human .activities. As part of the
award, the model will be :added ,to
the Smithsonian's Permanent
Research Collection of Information
Technology. Innovation at. the
National Museum- of American
History in Washington, D.C.

Science and
Education.
HOW I SPENT MY SUMMER
VACATION
Fourteen undergraduate and
graduate students are spending their
summer at NCAR, participating in
the ten week summer program,
SOARS (Significant Opportunities in
Atmospheric Research and Science).
Now in its second year, SOARS was
developed and initiated by UCAR,
NSF and the university community
with additional support from NASA
for the. purposes of increasing the
numbers -of historically
underrepresented students into
graduate programs and into careers
in the atmospheric and related

sciences. This summer's proteges
.are each working, on a selected
research project with an NCAR
scientist. Along with their science
research mentor, the students are
also receiving assistance from
commnity, peer and science
writing mentors. The students will
participate in seminars, workshops
and colloquia where they will
explore topics and career
opportunities. They will also attend
weekly science writing and
community workshops and will
present their research to the UCAR
community at the end of the
summer. A successful SOARS
program can, in five years, triple the
representation of African American,
American Indian, and Hispanic-
LatinO American scientists
participating in the atmospheric and
related, sciences.

Science & the
Environment
WANT TO (RAIN) DANCE?
A four-year project near the
drought-stricken Texas-Mexico
border is underway, with scientists
from UCAR collaborating with
researchers from the Mexican
government, universities and
agricultural and industrial labs,
testing new techniques in seeding
clouds to enhance rainfall. Seeding
clouds with tiny crystals of silver
iodid speeds the formation of ice
crystals that ultimately fall as rain.
But for the ice to form, at least part
of the cloud must have freezing
temperatures.: This field trial
involves a systerm said to be more
effective for warm clouds: airplane-
borne I .flares that release salt
particles as they burn. The salt
attracts water and forms large
droplets, which fall to earth. To see



whether this effort really does wring
extra rain from clouds, the
researchers need to monitor cloud

droplet size and concentration with
lasers. They will observe clouds
with advanced radar to see whether
the seeded clouds -develop
differently from ordinary clouds.
The program will ultimately transfer
cloud-seeding technology to Mexico
and train Mexican scientists in its
use and evaluation.

U.S. WEATHER RESEARCH
PROGRAM
A good weather forecast is accurate,
reliable and must be specific. A
better forecast for the general
public-as well as for weather-
sensitive economic sectors-is the
ultimate goal of the multiagency U.S.
Weather Research Program
(USWRP), which includes NSF,.
NOAA, NASA, and the Naval
Research Laboratory. Predicting the
right phenomenon at the right place
sounds like a simple goal of the
USWRP. One recent and needed
aspect of the USWRP is the
deployment of over 100 science and
operations officers (SOOs), one for
each local National Weather Service
(NWS) office. Each SOO has a
background in both research and
operational meteorology and
receives additional training at UCAR
through its COMET (Cooperative
Program for Operational
Meteorology, Education and
Training) program. The SOOs thus
strengthen the science community's
ability to do research that involves
both the academic community and
NWS field offices. One particular
area of emphasis for the USWRP is to
develop a five-year plan for research
on prediction of hurricanes and
specific hazards: at landfall. It is
hoped that the USWRP will help
steer atmospheric research toward

end points that make a real
difference to society.

A NEW! HOT! JUPITER IS
DISCOVERED!
Two scientists at UCAR were
members of the research team that
discovered a new planet orbiting a
Sun-like star 50 light years from
Earth. Astronomers found the
planet by observing its star on an
instrument built by NCAR's High
Altitude Observatory and the
Smithsonian Institution's
Astrophysical Observatory. The
planet fits the description of a "hot
Jupiter" and is ten percent larger
than our own Jupiter, and sizzles at
more than 500 degrees Fahrenheit-
too hot for water or life. If the
evidence holds up, it will bring to
nine the total number of worlds
reliably considered to have been
detected around sun-like stars
beyond the sun.

STUDY WILL RESULT EIfTTER
FORECASTING
This spring, low-flying airplanes flew
equipped with an array of new
surface gauges in the Walnut River
watershed in Kansas. The mission
was to gather data from the lowest
few thousand feet of the
atmosphere, called the boundary
layer, to learn more about. the
interactions between the boundary
layer-which strongly influences
weather and climate-and the
watershed. The purpose of this
joint effort by NSF, NOAA and the
DOE is to translate these
interactions into equations that can
aid weather forecasters. Researchers
involved with this project measured
the rates of heatingand evaporation
at the surfaice, as wiell as how quickly
air in the lower part of the boundary

project will be available on the
Internet for use by students from
middle schools through university
graduate departments.

For more information on these or other
science' news updates at, UCAR/NCAR,
contact Laura Curtis, Office of Government
Affairs, (303) 497-2106. ,_NCAR is spon-
sored by the National Science Foundation.

layers mixes with air in the upper
part. Data collected in this and
future experiments in the multiyear




